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[00:00:00] 

Hello, and welcome to one of the three pre-recorded video sessions for our 

course called Being an Effective Leader, which is a new collaboration between 

the Radiology Leadership Institute of the American College of Radiology, and 

the International Society of Radiology. And we're really excited to bring this 

content to you. And also looking forward to our live session in October. And I 

am just one of three sessions. I'd like to highlight the other two sessions, my 

colleagues, Harp Bedi, and Ryan Lee, who will be speaking to you about 

leading yourself and leading change. But today I'm going to be focused on the 

very important topic of leading teams. I do not have any disclosures related to 

today's activity. 

[00:00:52] 

So what we're gonna talk about today is some of the challenges that physicians 

face in working in healthcare teams, and how to create better teams, how to 

align the members of our teams, around their diverse perspectives and 

experiences and the performance goals that we need to meet in the service of 

our patients. We did a little survey. And thank you so much to all of you who 

helped us with that. And what we learned about your team experiences are that 

they're not just in radiology, you're working in teams, in your communities, at 

the national level, even internationally, you're in those teams, both as leaders 

and as members. And that's common. We are often in a number of different 

types of roles in teams. You are in teams that are both formal with agendas and 

minutes, and informal, coming together around a project. I'm going to talk 

about that in particular. But what was quite telling for me was that many of you 

reported that you don't necessarily always feel comfortable speaking up or 

getting your point across. And we're gonna talk about how Google has really 

focused on that in their search for better teams. 

[00:01:59] 

I am going to reference a number of articles in today's session. I'll give you a 

reference slide at the end, and I've checked, and you should be able to access all 

of those without paywalls or charges. I've also given you my email at the end. 

And please don't hesitate to be in touch with me if you do have trouble 

accessing any of those materials. They're well worth your time to read. 

[00:02:21] 
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So I'm gonna ask you, as we go through today, to grab yourself a pen and paper 

because I'm gonna ask you to stop a couple of times during the talk and reflect 

on what we've spoken about and what your own experience has been. 

Obviously, if we were together in person, we would be doing this as a group 

discussion. And we can certainly pick up some of these themes when we meet 

virtually in October. So the first thing I'd like you to think about is a meeting or 

a project that you led or one you participated in, that you felt was somewhat 

derailed because of team dynamics, and think about how that made you feel, 

how it impacted the outcomes of the project. And then if you can, I'd like you to 

sort of go to the other end of that spectrum and think about a time or a project 

that seemed like it was really working well, and think about some of the 

elements that you remember about that, and think about those as we go through 

some of the next concepts. 

[00:03:18] 

So the first thing I'd like to touch on is that idea that perhaps it's challenging for 

us as physicians to actually work in teams. And this is an article by Dr. Thomas 

Lee. And Tom is a cardiologist at Harvard, and I'm very fortunate to call him a 

mentor. And Tom...it talks about how we actually take physicians, from being 

individual practitioners and turn them into leaders who are able to lead at scale. 

He talks about the way in which the healthcare system has changed and what's 

expected of both of us as doctors and as participants in the healthcare system. 

These things have changed, especially since many of the leaders in our 

organization who tend to be older medicine is quite hierarchical, how the 

system has changed and how the expectation has changed. But I'm obviously 

not familiar with the training system that many of you have gone through but I 

know that my own and I trained...I went to medical school in Ireland was very 

much still predicated on that idea that we were taught that as the physician, we 

were the smartest person in the room, the decisions hinged on us. And we all 

know that there are still many clinical situations where we do need someone to 

call the question, make the decisions, lead the team. 

[00:04:34] 

But this notion that we couldn't rely on anyone else is quite embedded, I think 

in many of us as physicians, this concept of the heroic lone healer, and that can 

be challenging when it comes to trusting other people on a team. And yet what 

we know is that sustained performance improvements at the system level or 

even at the level of individual care require teamwork. We will not be able to 

accomplish this alone. So we really are going to have to find a way to work 
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effectively in teams. Tom talks about the fact though, that physicians truly prize 

autonomy. So some of the major contributing factors that we've seen to 

physician burnout are a sense of a loss of autonomy, and a sense that for good 

or bad physicians sometimes prize their autonomy, their sense of how care 

should be delivered over the actual performance that comes out of that. So that 

is something that he argues that we really need to get past. 

[00:05:35] 

And also, there's a history that in many hospital settings, there are somewhat 

antagonistic and tense relationships between physicians and doctors, and that 

sometimes goals other than perhaps what seems like being in the patient's best 

interests are being presented as primary, and that's something that physicians 

react badly to. So what he argues is that we come into this with some baggage, 

and that we really do have to work around that to think about how to create 

teams that will really drive better outcomes. So now, I'll ask you to pause for a 

little bit and see if you agree with that. Does your own experience of training 

and practice support that sense that we've been told that we have to shoulder all 

of the burden? Have you ever chafed when you've been told that, perhaps you 

need to do things differently by someone who's not a physician? Give some 

thought to that, and maybe chat about it with your colleagues. 

[00:06:36] 

So coming back, what are some of the things that Tom, in this article talks 

about, that can help us both change ourselves as physicians, but also when we're 

in leadership, help us get physicians engaged in change? Because in another 

article, that I like, Tom and Toby Cosgrove, who's the former CEO of the 

Cleveland Clinic, say that any change in a health system into which the 

physicians are not engaged is doomed to failure. So physicians are critical to 

effective healthcare leadership and healthcare performance. So I think these are 

some things that resonate with me, and see what you think. It's really important, 

that leadership model, the right values, and we certainly can't have leaders who 

say one thing and do another. So as leaders, we have to be very clear in 

modeling these behaviors. But we are scientists at heart, so when we are asking 

physicians to change, showing them data, and then of course, being prepared to 

defend it, because we know that typically, the first thing when we present data 

is our physician colleagues will say, "Oh, your data is wrong, my patients are 

sicker, my situation is different." 

[00:07:49] 
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But data is important, showing the differences in outcomes from different 

practice patterns, showing where we're actually seeing opportunities for change 

based on data. And then really going back to the heart of what it is that made us 

choose medicine in the first place, which is to frame all of our goals in terms of 

the patient, how is this going to impact and improve patient care? These are 

some of the things that Dr. Lee points to as strategies for getting physicians 

engaged in change effectively. Again, I love to think of you having a 

conversation with your own community about whether you think these will be 

effective in your particular practice setting. So what do you think are effective 

motivators based on your own experience, based on what's worked in your own 

setting, and we can certainly pick that up when we have our live session in 

October. 

[00:08:47] 

Next thing, next concept I want to talk about when we think about how we 

build teams that are effective is a basic understanding of who we are as people. 

And I think that for me as an extrovert, the 18 months of the pandemic, 

switching to largely virtual meetings, has forced me to really engage with this 

topic. The idea that not everybody is comfortable sharing information in the 

same way, participating in meetings in the same way, and unless we really 

understand who's on our team, how they feel comfortable showing up, we are 

not going to get the best performers. So this article talks about these four types, 

pioneers, drivers, integrators and guardians. 

[00:09:38] 

And to some extent, it's the balance between introverts and extroverts. And we 

don't have time to really get into that but as you know, many of us exhibit 

elements of both of those styles. But again, maybe stop the video here and look 

at these and give a little thought to who you might be. Are you someone who 

absolutely loves a good brainstorming session, chafes under the constraints of 

an agenda, feels like you're always the one with the great idea that everyone 

else shuts down? Or are you somebody who really prefers to always be hyper 

prepared? What's gonna be expected of you in this meeting? What are we gonna 

take out of this meeting? If we're going to have a new idea, is it going to be 

something we can execute? And think about who you are. 

[00:10:34] 

But then probably even more importantly, think about who are the people on 

your team, because you will...if you have a good team, you're going to have a 
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mix of these people. When we talk about diversity, driving better team 

performance, it is absolutely about gender and ethnicity, and different lived 

experiences, but it is also about a mix of styles because as you'll see from the 

next couple of slides, there are real positives to having these different styles on 

your team. But if we don't give them the ability to perform in a way that's 

effective and comfortable for them, we'll lose those benefits. 

[00:11:14] 

So when we see teams that don't perform well, it's really in some large part 

because the leaders are failing to understand those nuances of style, and really 

understand how to pull the best out of the team. And some of the things that 

they say in the article about how to make the most of your team are that as a 

leader, recognizing your own style, make sure that you recognize that your bias 

is probably to fill your team with people who are like you. It's very comfortable 

when we're in a room with people who match our own style. But be deliberate, 

be intentional about finding people who are different than you and make an 

extra effort to connect with them and understand their perspective. Because 

again, your bias is going to pull you to the people who are like you. And the 

word "token" and they use it in the article, I don't like the word "token," but 

when you have someone in your team who you know is completely different 

from your style, and perhaps different than the rest of the style, so I will talk a 

little bit, my own team, I had somebody on my team who's my sort of director 

partner, who is very introverted, barely comfortable with turning his camera on, 

on Zoom, but is somebody who I value so much in terms of his perception, his 

experience, his ability to analyze situations. 

[00:12:45] 

So I try to make it very clear, and I definitely have some other introverts on my 

team who I know are talented and who I want them to feel this team is where a 

place they can grow, I will go out of my way to acknowledge my director's 

different style, and why I think it's useful. I make it very clear that it's different 

to my own, but that it has a very strong value in the team. So elevate the people 

who have different styles from your own. 

[00:13:20] 

One of the things that we know is that when somebody who has authority or 

seen as a leader speaks up early and expresses an opinion, it becomes very hard 

for anyone, even confident people whose style matches the leaders, to say 

something different. So really structuring your meeting so you can encourage 
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some of the people who have different opinions, to speak up early, or people 

with different perspectives, who you know come to an issue with a different 

perspective, encouraging them to speak up early is going to open the discussion 

more and is going to give you a more diverse set of opinions. And deliberately 

asking people to put themselves in the perspective of people who might think 

differently than them. What if you didn't like this idea? What if you were 

opposed to this particular viewpoint? And as a leader, critically important, and I 

learned this...I've learned this from seeing some really terrific leaders. Dr. Jim 

Brink, who's the chair of Radiology at the Massachusetts General Hospital, who 

was the board chair when I was vice chair at the American College of 

Radiology, never let your opinion be known before your group has had a 

chance to express theirs because once you've opened your mouth with an 

opinion, it is almost impossible for people to feel comfortable offering a 

dissenting opinion. 

[00:14:46] 

So the kinds of things that you can do as a leader to...first of all, it's about 

building a diverse team. And again, I really want you to think about our own 

bias for wanting people who are like us, but being intentional about building 

your team and once you've built the team, making sure that the way you set up 

your processes, the way you set up your meetings facilitates those team 

members to really bring their very best to the process. 

[00:15:13] 

So let's go a little further on this because I mentioned that as an extrovert, I've 

learned to really be thoughtful about making sure that the introverts, guardians, 

integrators, whatever we want to call them, on my team, feel comfortable 

speaking up. And this is absolutely the reason why you could say, "Why do I 

have to wait for that person to talk? And why are they not comfortable saying 

what they think in the room? I mean, we're all colleagues here, why can't 

they...why can't they just get it together and tell us what they think?" These are 

the people who are going to, when you're a leader, help you not fall flat on your 

face. And I've certainly had that experience with my colleague where at the 

last...just before we were about to sign a big agreement, he said, "I'm really just 

not comfortable that we've explored this particular clause fully." And it would 

have been very tempting to say, "Oh, I'm sure it's fine, I want to get this done. 

I'd like to get this signed today," and I'm grateful to myself for listening to him 

and saying, "Okay, if you're not comfortable, we're gonna go, and we're gonna 

look at it again, because it was absolutely worth doing." 
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[00:16:21] 

So it's an insurance policy for us as leaders to have people like this on our team. 

So what are the...some of the things you can do to make those guardians, 

introverts feel comfortable, is give them a sense that there are gonna be safe 

places for brainstorming, people can bring their thoughts back to the group, 

they don't have to think on the fly in public. Give them time to prepare, tell 

them what you are going to need from them. And critically, give them a sense 

of where you're going to want them to comment. And I do this in...when I'm 

teaching my business school students, when I see that there are quieter people 

in the room, maybe at the next break, I will go and say, "I'd really like to hear 

your perspective on this next topic we're gonna be talking about, so I'm going to 

call on you because I value your perspective." So making sure that they're 

prepared, but also giving them the safety of saying, "I'm not comfortable giving 

you an opinion on this in the group. But I'd like to come back later," making 

sure that that's available to them, it will be well worth your time and it will be 

well worth perhaps the extra step of doing that. 

[00:17:33] 

And really, again, especially of course I'm speaking as if everyone who's in 

leadership is an extrovert and I don't want to do that. But I will say that our 

leadership culture, especially in the U.S., is very biased towards extroverts. We 

have a huge advantage. So it's quite common to see extroverts in leadership. 

But building those relationships is so critical and empowering those team 

members and also giving them a sense that not only is their perspective valued, 

but the relationships that they can build with others to bring diverse opinions 

into the team is important. 

[00:18:13] 

And, just be thoughtful about the stress that these situations can place on team 

members. And certainly, through our meetings during the pandemic, on my 

team, we've tried to be thoughtful that if people aren't comfortable sharing 

video today, it's not the end of the world, we all know what each other looks 

like, and that we can get through a few meetings without seeing your face. But 

then what to do with your people on the other side, your pioneers, your drivers, 

your people that are full of good ideas and are obviously easily bored and can 

just actually be quite disruptive, but yet whose sense of energy and enthusiasm 

is often exactly what we need to push through complex and challenging 

circumstances. Well, for them, as tempting as it can be to get snippy about 
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people who haven't read the materials in advance, they're potentially not gonna 

read the materials in advance. 

[00:19:09] 

So creating the availability for them to still show up, still bring their ideas. 

Don't be judgmental. Again, your leadership modeling, that there's a value in 

building relationships with your opposites, is going to be critical because they 

will also need these extroverted drivers who are going to need to seek other 

perspectives to do best. And then try to find ways to keep them engaged. These 

days on Zoom, we're using polling, we're using gaming techniques, anything to 

keep them focused because, again, you're gonna need them to create that sense 

of acceleration and enthusiasm. So let's have you stop again here and do a little 

reflection and think about you, think about your team, and think about how 

you...going back to our seed question, how you might have seen meetings 

derailed by somebody who was obviously bored or somebody who was so 

uncomfortable about expressing an opinion that they completely shut down. 

And think about how you might reassess your meeting structure, reassess how 

you conduct those meetings, to better leverage all of the members of your team. 

[00:20:27] 

Okay, so coming back now and another concept to explore, thinking now not 

just so much about people's personalities, but the way that they behave. And 

this article from the JACR, the "Journal of the American College of 

Radiology," builds on some work by a University of Pennsylvania psychologist 

called Adam Grant whose work has been very popular lately. And they talk 

about the behaviors they identify as giving, taking and matching. So what do 

we mean by that? So the people who they'll always do the work, they always 

say, yes, they're always willing to go the extra mile, they're called givers. Then 

they talk about takers, people who, as it says, are just it's all about them, they're 

always looking for how they can get the most out of a situation. And then there 

are the people who will...you know, they're fine with showing up and giving, 

but they better get their due. If I did a course day on call for you, then you need 

to do it for me. 

[00:21:31] 

And very briefly, what could that mean, in terms of how your team functions? 

Well, I think it could potentially be tempting, as a leader, to say, "I'd love a 

team full of selfless givers." Well, realize that those selfless givers will give and 

give and give and then eventually, they'll potentially snap. So you have to be 
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thoughtful about not letting them burn out. The takers are tough, right? Because 

they've often learned to be very personable and charming at the same time as 

they're riding roughshod over everyone else's schedules. I'll never forget having 

someone on the committee who gave a report at our annual meeting that was 

suggested that he had done a lot of work when I knew that he had done 

absolutely nothing all year, but it was totally convincing. 

[00:22:20] 

So when you have people like that, make sure that it's very clear what's 

expected of them and that their performance will be measured. And one 

that...sort of one type of person that they mentioned in the article that I think 

can be a real challenge for us as leaders is what they call disagreeable givers. 

These are the people that will do it for you, but you'll hear about it, that you'll 

hear about everything that they think is wrong with your idea, they will give 

you a lot of feedback and sometimes it can just feel like you don't want to have 

to deal with those people. But again, like your guardians who are gonna stop 

you from falling flat on your face, these are the people that will give you the 

feedback that potentially nobody else wants to give you. So grit your teeth, and 

listen to those people because they'll do the work, but they are going to 

potentially identify problems for you that you need to know about as a leader. 

Briefly we want to talk about the concept of job crafting here. We won't go into 

it too much but I've put a YouTube link in there on the last slide. 

[00:23:24] 

This is a concept that talks about making the job we have into the job we want. 

And it's work that comes out of the Yale School of Management. They did 

some work, talking to housekeeping staff and realized that there was a range of 

how those staff perceive their work. And housekeeping could definitely be 

regarded as a menial, not very satisfying job. But they said there were some 

who talked about their job and they were housekeeping in the hospital as, you 

know, my job is to create clean and sterile environments so patients could heal. 

They had a sense of the context of their work. And I will say that we had a 

conversation with some of you who I hope are listening who are in the 

radiology community in Zambia, and the way you talk to us about the 

importance of your work, your desire to contribute to the health of the 

population, the health of your community, suggested to me that you are very 

much in that group of people who understand the broader context of your work. 

But in the day-to-day stress, certainly when you're dealing with a resource 

constrained environment, it can be difficult to find that context. 
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[00:24:35] 

So as leaders, it's really important for us to continue to remind our teams of the 

importance of their work, the why and give them that sense that we are really 

doing something that has a higher purpose. Another concept I want to talk about 

when we think about how to build teams is this idea of talent spotting. And if 

we're trying to build diverse teams, we really have to have a pipeline, an 

intentional approach to finding talent. And as an organization that takes time. 

One of the things that we do in my own organization is when we're doing 

annual performance reviews, we do those not just with the manager of the 

particular team, but we get together as a group of leaders, because A, we want 

to make sure that if somebody is doing...not particularly succeeding on their 

own team, but is a really great ambassador for the team and has really 

succeeded in interactions with other members of the organization, that we can 

acknowledge that. 

[00:25:39] 

But it's also a way for us to understand who are the rising stars, who are the 

people who we might want to give assignments in other parts of the 

organization so they can build their portfolio, or who might just succeed better 

in another part of the organization. And I will just say one of the things that I 

think is a cardinal sin as a leader is leaders who don't want to let people move 

up, because those people make the leader's job easier. And we all have people 

that we think, "This person's incredible, I couldn't do my job without them." 

Well, the worst thing you could do as a leader is to say, "That person should 

stay with me forever, and I'm not going to ever encourage them to grow or 

stretch." So it's just one of my personal values as a leader. But talent spotting 

and nurturing talent is one of those things that we really need to do as an 

organization, and we need to do it intentionally and devote the time to it. 

[00:26:34] 

So again, let's take a break here again, and have you think about, how does your 

organization, and I'm defining organization loosely, as you told us, you have a 

number of different fora in which you work in teams, how do you think about 

nurturing talent? How are you finding the leaders of the future and making sure 

that people are working in the places that are going to allow them to be 

successful? 

[00:27:01] 
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Going back to one of the things that you told us in the survey, you talked about 

the fact that you work in teams that are quite formal, sort of, we'll call them old 

fashioned, agendas, minutes, but you also work in informal teams. And I think 

more and more, and especially when we've looked at how we've all managed 

through the pandemic, our teams are much more fluid. We have teams that 

assemble around a project, we have multiple teams that might not last 

for...beyond that project, and I think it's something that we have to get 

comfortable with as leaders, but also as members of teams, because we may, 

and as you told us, in the survey, we may find ourselves leading a team one day 

and being just a member of a team another day. And some of the hierarchies 

that we feel comfortable in might get dismantled. What we saw here in New 

York, during the pandemic was our trainees leading teams that had senior 

faculty in them because we needed people, but it was our chief residents, our 

senior trainees who were probably the best equipped to lead a lot of these teams 

and senior faculty had to sit back and be told what to do in those teams. 

[00:28:16] 

So here are some tips from the article that I've shared about what they call 

teaming culture, which is who needs to be on the team for this project? How do 

we get people up to speed? And what are our dependencies? If we want to get 

this done, who do we need for this project? And a key concept there is this idea 

of leading with influence rather than authority, that you don't have to be the 

person with the most experience, you don't have to be the person with the most 

titles or the biggest salary, you have to be the person that people listen to, and 

that people will gravitate around in the context of this particular project. And 

being curious, obviously, being committed to the work and passionate but also 

being empathetic about people's ability to contribute and being supportive of 

that, these are the kinds of behaviors that leaders will need to model in a more 

dynamic environment where it's not always this person's in charge because they 

are the most experienced and they've been here the longest. 

[00:29:25] 

So maybe step back, and I know not everyone was part of the survey process, 

so have a little bit of a...take a moment to think about what kinds of teams that 

you've worked on that have perhaps been more informal, did you find that to be 

a positive or a negative experience? Did you deal with people who were 

perhaps uncomfortable in being in roles or that weren't necessarily their general 

place in the hierarchy? So give some thought to that. And then we're gonna 

finish up by talking about a very important concept and I think this really 
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speaks to the survey response since that we're talking about people not being 

comfortable speaking up. And this article from "The New York Times" talks 

about extensive research that Google did. And obviously, Google is a huge, 

very, very well resourced company that has a great interest in making sure that 

its teams are as effective as possible. And they did a lot of research and they 

came out with a number of concepts. 

[00:30:26] 

The most important, and we'll come to this on the next slide, was that the 

concept of psychological safety, creating environments where people felt 

comfortable speaking up was a critical driver of success, that what they saw 

was the most productive groups were able to fail, they were able to 

acknowledge failure and move on to find better solutions. This goes back to 

what I talked about with people getting opinions from outside their own group. 

They built networks, the teams with the most effective performance, they built 

networks, they understood different perspectives. They had a sense of a group 

culture. But that it wasn't overwhelming. There wasn't groupthink. 

[00:31:17] 

And they were groups, which were very intentional about seeking input from 

the entire group, the quality and distribution of conversational turn taking, think 

about who speaks most in your meetings, and who doesn't speak at all. If only 

one person spoke all the time, you'll see in this research, the collective 

intelligence declined. And again, as a leader, be very careful about when you 

speak, because once you speak, it is almost impossible for people to disagree 

with you. And these groups were intuitive and empathetic. They picked up on 

nonverbal cues. They understood who people were. 

[00:32:01] 

So psychological safety, more than anything else, was critical to making a team 

work. And just one thing that they talked about was the sense of being able to 

bring more of yourself to work. This is a controversial topic, I will say, for me, 

the idea that we can be authentic at work is a luxury that many of us women, 

people of color, here in the U.S. would say is not available to us, has not been 

available to us in a culture of leadership that's been dominated by white men. I 

hope we are moving towards a more inclusive culture of leadership, where we 

understand that people's ability to bring their lived experience to work is not 

only critical to their own well being, but actually critical to the team's 

performance. So let me leave you with this. What will you do differently at 
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your next meeting? How will you look around the room? How will you, as a 

member of the team, think about your contributions? How will you, as a leader 

of the team, think about what it is that you will seek to do to get the best 

performance from your team? 

[00:33:11] 

Thank you so much for watching this video. I'm looking forward to seeing you 

at our live session in October. Here are the references that I cited during the 

talk. Again, you should be able to access them on the internet without a 

paywall. But please don't hesitate to email me at geraldinemcginty@gmail.com. 

If you're having any difficulty and I'll send them on to you. Thank you so much 

and see you in October. 

 


